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1) Masks are still required on check-in/during exit if group exit. When in seating area mask can be
taken off as long as social distance in maintained. We will update mask policy as guidelines are updated
by local health ordinances.
2) ONE parent per swimmer- siblings may also attend as long as they stay in seating area with parent.
3) Parent checks in with swimmer- when they enter the facility they may head to one of the 3 assigned
seating areas. If not choosing the bleachers a blanket/folding chair is recommended.
4) Once in, no “in-and-out”- if parent leaves the facility, they are out for the day OR may re-enter with
another sibling on their next group check in. We close the gate after check in and it needs to remain
closed. If you do leave during workout please exit via the new exit under the scoreboard. Do NOT exit

through the locker rooms- these doors cannot be left open during workout as it allows entry to the pool
without staff knowing who has entered.
5) Restroom use is OK! But- we ask you make sure no athletes are in the restroom when you need.
Restroom breaks should be short, please make a direct line from seating to restroom and back.
6) Parents are to remain in their area during workout, keeping any siblings in their area and all parities
maintaining social distance. Siblings should not be running around the grass area/deck while workouts
are occurring (this is a rule even during Non-COVID times!). We are asking those who choose to sit in the
bleachers
7) Coaches and swimmers are NOT to be approached during workout! This is the coaches time to run
practice. Parents violating this policy will be removed from deck. If a coach approaches with a brief
question or concern, please also keep your response brief so they can get back to the pool.
8) At conclusion of workout, parents/siblings are to exit with their swimmer EVEN if the sibling is in
the next group. All swimmers are going to be checked in before workout in the staging area (you can
leave your chair/blanket/etc in your area for the next workout though!)
9) Parents violating these policies will not be allowed on deck. Please help us out and follow the above
policies, as guidelines change and loosen up we will pass those along to our membership when we are
cleared to do so! Additionally, please help us keep the check in line moving so we can stay on schedule
and get the practices going efficiently.

